Jonathan Goh Esq
Wedding Acts Pte Ltd
44A Club Street
Singapore
069421
17th July 2008
Dear Jonathan,
‘FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE’ WEDDING – RAFFLES HOTEL, 18 APRIL 2008
I wanted to write to extend our gratitude to you and your team for making our wedding day so memorable earlier
this year.
As you know I moved to Singapore last November to take up a new position which involves extensive travel
through Asia Pacific. Not only did I have to readjust to a new life and career in the Tropics but also needed to
plan to wed Elena my now Russian wife. Not knowing where to start and how I would possibly find the time to
coordinate the event single handedly, with Elena being in Moscow and arriving only one week before the big day,
I turned to Wedding Acts for help with a capital ‘H’.
Jonathan I can only praise all that you managed to achieve particularly with the short lead time. The venue on the
Lawn at Raffles proved to be a magical experience and transformed through your exquisite dressing of the gazebo
and floral arrangements to blend with our Anglo Russian theme.
The level of catering and service far exceeded our expectations even with the interruptions from the numerous
speeches and vodka toasts. Every detail was impeccably coordinated and from a discrete distance yet offering the
reassurance that support was at hand if needed. Everyone agreed that the band were ‘top notch’ and helped to
gel the guests who had traveled from the UK, Russia, Malaysia and Australia.
Wedding Acts provided an invaluable service at what is perhaps one of the most stressful times in a couple’s life.
Nothing appeared to be too much of a problem for you and was undertaken in a caring and sympathetic fashion.
Thank you again from both of us for everything.
Kind regards.

(sent via email)
Richard & Elena Gibbons

